
The new, Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers from Fusion Entertainment deliver a truly

premium on-water audio entertainment experience to a wide range of modern wake boats.
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New wake tower speakers deliver industry-�rst �ve-color LED lighting and premium on-the-water sound to enhance

onboard entertainment

OLATHE, Kan.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Garmin® International, Inc., a unit of Garmin Ltd. (NASDAQ: GRMN), the world’s

leading marine electronics manufacturer1, today announced the Signature Series 3 Wake Tower
Speakers from Fusion® Entertainment, a Garmin brand, now with the widest range of color blends and tones

available on the market. The Signature Series 3 delivers a truly premium on-water audio entertainment experience

thanks to its unprecedented spectrum of color variations designed to complement each unique boat and style.

The Signature Series 3 Wake

Tower Speakers build on the

success of Fusion

Entertainment’s existing marine

speakers and subwoofers, the industry’s �rst to combine traditional red, green and blue LEDs with cool and warm

white (CRGBW) lighting to o�er a full color palette – from premium pastels to vibrant hues. CRGBW LEDs o�er

thousands of possibilities for customizing speaker system illumination and e�ects while continuing to deliver

Fusion Entertainment’s �agship audio performance.

“The Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers create an unparalleled audio entertainment experience for boaters,

wakeboarders, or anyone riding in tow,” said Dan Bartel, Garmin vice president of global consumer sales. “These
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speakers take the action of the ride to a whole new level as they deliver powerful, crystal-clear audio behind a wide

range of wake and ski boats for an unforgettable experience on the water.”

Sleek Design and Illumination

Never before seen on a marine wake tower speaker, the Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers feature CRGBW

LED lighting that combines cool white and warm white for an impressive spectrum of colors onboard the boat. With

sports chrome and sports white grill color options and three size options ranging from classic 8.8-inch to all-new

7.7- and 6.5-inch, these new wake tower speakers can complement a variety of style preferences for any boat.

Premium Audio Performance

Optimized speci�cally for wake boats, the Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers feature a new design with even

greater cut-through and precisely calculated enclosure volume to reproduce crystal-clear, high-performance audio

at all volume levels. Sti�, lightweight ‘CURV’ cone material is used in the Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers

providing not only more sound de�nition and output, but a defense against harsh marine environments as well.

Built for Marine Environments

Featuring Fusion Entertainment’s True Marine™ design, the entire Signature Series 3 collection is engineered and

equipped for real-world boating applications and backed by a three-year consumer warranty. The Signature Series

3 Wake Tower Speakers are rated IP65, protecting against dust, salt fog, water and UV so boaters can rest assured

knowing their speakers are designed to withstand the elements for season after season onboard.

The Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers are available now with suggested retail prices ranging from $699.99 to

$1449.99. The Signature Series 3 Wake Tower Speakers are o�ered in 8.8-, 7.7- and 6.5-inch sizes, with multiple

mounting accessories available for easy installation and versatility onboard. For more information on the full lineup

of Signature Series 3 speakers and subwoofers, visit www.garmin.com/fusionaudioentertainment.

Engineered on the inside for life on the outside, Garmin products have revolutionized life for anglers, sailors,

mariners and boat enthusiasts everywhere. Committed to developing the most sophisticated marine electronics

the industry has ever known, Garmin believes every day is an opportunity to innovate and a chance to beat

yesterday. For the sixth consecutive year, Garmin was recently named the Manufacturer of the Year by the National

Marine Electronics Association (NMEA). Other Garmin marine brands include Navionics®. For more information,

visit Garmin's virtual pressroom at garmin.com/newsroom, contact the Media Relations department at 913-397-

8200, or follow us at facebook.com/garmin, twitter.com/garminnews, instagram.com/garmin or

youtube.com/garmin.
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1 Based on 2019 reported sales.

About Garmin International, Inc. Garmin International, Inc. is a subsidiary of Garmin Ltd. (Nasdaq: GRMN).

Garmin Ltd. is incorporated in Switzerland, and its principal subsidiaries are located in the United States, Taiwan

and the United Kingdom. Garmin, Fusion and Navionics are registered trademarks and True Marine are trademarks

of Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

Notice on Forward-Looking Statements:

This release includes forward-looking statements regarding Garmin Ltd. and its business. Such statements are

based on management’s current expectations. The forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this

release may not occur and actual results could di�er materially as a result of known and unknown risk factors and

uncertainties a�ecting Garmin, including, but not limited to, the risk factors listed in the Annual Report on Form 10-

K for the year ended December 28, 2019, �led by Garmin with the Securities and Exchange Commission

(Commission �le number 0-31983). A copy of such Form 10-K is available at

http://www.garmin.com/aboutGarmin/invRelations/�nReports.html. No forward-looking statement can be

guaranteed. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and Garmin undertakes

no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information,

future events, or otherwise.
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